While statistical methods have been very effective in developing NLP tools, the use of linguistic tools and understanding of language structure can make these tools better. Cross-lingual parser construction has been used to develop parsers for languages with no annotated treebank. Delexicalized parsers that use only POS tags can be transferred to a new target language. But the success of a delexicalized transfer parser depends on the syntactic closeness between the source and target languages. The understanding of the linguistic similarities and differences between the languages can be used to improve the parser. In this paper, we use a method based on cross-lingual model transfer to transfer a Hindi parser to Bengali. The technique does not need any parallel corpora but makes use of chunkers of these languages. We observe that while the two languages share broad similarities, Bengali and Hindi phrases do not have identical construction. We can improve the transfer based parser if the parser is transferred at the chunk level. Based on this we present a method to use chunkers to develop a cross-lingual parser for Bengali which results in an improvement of unlabelled attachment score (UAS) from 65.1 (baseline parser) to 78.2.
Introduction
Parsers have a very important role in various natural language processing tasks. Machine learning based methods are most commonly used for learning parsers for a language given annotated parse trees which are called treebanks. But treebanks are not available for all languages, or only small treebanks may be available. In recent years, considerable efforts have been put to develop dependency parsers for low-resource languages. In the absence of treebank for a language, there has been research in using cross-lingual parsing methods (McDonald et al., 2011) where a treebank from a related source language (SL), is used to develop a parser for a target language (TL). In such work, an annotated treebank in SL and other resources in are used to develop a parser model for TL. Most of the existing work assume that although annotated treebanks are not available for the target language TL, there are other resources available such as parallel corpus between the source and the target languages (Xiao and Guo, 2015; Rasooli and Collins, 2015; Tiedemann, 2015) . However, developing a parallel corpus is also expensive if such parallel corpus is not available.
In this work, our goal is to look at methods for developing a cross-lingual transfer parser for resource poor Indian language for which we have access to a small or no treebank. We assume the availability of a monolingual corpus in target language and a small bilingual (source-target) dictionary.
Given our familiarity with Bengali and Hindi, and availability of a small treebank we aim to test our approach in Hindi-Bengali transfer parsing. We choose Hindi as the source language as it is syntactically related to Bengali and a Hindi treebank (Nivre et al., 2016) is freely available which can be used to train a reasonably accurate parser (Saha and Sarkar, 2016) . We wish to use this Hindi treebank to develop a Bengali parser. Although our current work aims to develop a parser in Bengali from Hindi, this may be taken up as a general method for other resource poor languages. We also have access to a monolingual corpus in Bengali and a small bilingual (Hindi-99 Bengali) dictionary.
Since the vocabulary of two languages are different, some of the work in the literature attempted to address this problem by delexicalizing the dependency parsers by replacing the languagespecific word-level features by more general partof-speech or POS-level features. Such methods have yielded moderate quality parsers in the target language (McDonald et al., 2011) . However the number of POS features is small and may not contain enough information. In order to alleviate this problem some work have been proposed to incorporate word-level features in the form of bi-lingual word clusters (Täckström et al., 2012) and other bilingual word features (Durrett et al., 2012; Xiao and Guo, 2014) .
Both Hindi and Bengali use the SOV (SubjectObject-Verb) sentence structure. However, there exist differences in the morphological structure of words and phrases between these two languages (Chatterji et al., 2014) . Since the overall syntactic structure of the languages are similar, we hypothesize that chunk level transfer of a Hindi parser to Bengali may be more helpful than word-level transfer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some of the existing related work. In Section 3 we state the objective of this work. In Section 4 we present in details the the dataset used, and in 5 we state in details our approach for cross-lingual parsing. In Section 6 we analyze the errors. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related work
A variety of methods for developing transfer parsers for resource poor languages without any treebank have been proposed in the literature. In this section, we provide a brief survey of some of the methods relevant to our work.
Delexicalized parsing
Delexicalized parsing proposed by Zeman and Resnik (2008) involves training a parser model on a treebank of a resource-rich language in a supervised manner without using any lexical features and applying the model directly to parse sentences in target language. They built a Swedish dependency parser using Danish, a syntactically similar language. Søgaard (2011) used a similar method for several different language pairs. Their system performance varied widely (F1-score : 50%-75%) depending upon the similarity of the language pairs. Täckström et al. (2012) used cross-lingual word clusters obtained from a large unlabelled corpora as additional features in their delexicalized parser. Naseem et al. (2012) proposed a method for multilingual learning to languages that exhibit significant differences from existing resource-rich languages which selectively learns the features relevant for a target language and ties the model parameters accordingly. Täckström et al. (2013) improved performance of delexicalized parser by incorporating selective sharing of model parameters based on typological information into a discriminative graph-based parser model.
Distributed representation of words (Mikolov et al., 2013b) as vector can be used to capture crosslingual lexical information and can be augmented with delexicalized parsers. Xiao and Guo (2014) learnt language-independent word representations to address cross-lingual dependency parsing. They combined all sentences from both languages to induce real-valued distributed representation of words under a deep neural network architecture, and then use the induced interlingual word representation as augmenting features to train a delexicalized dependency parser. Duong et al. (2015a) followed a similar approach where the vectors for both the languages are learnt using a skipgram-like method in which the system was trained to predict the POS tags of the context words instead of the words themselves.
Cross-lingual projection
Cross-lingual projection based approaches use parallel data or some other lexical resource such as dictionary to project source language dependency relations to target language (Hwa et al., 2005) . Ganchev et al. (2009) used generative and discriminative models for dependency grammar induction that use word-level alignments and a source language parser. McDonald et al. (2011) learnt a delexicalized parser in English language and then used the English parser to seed a constraint learning algorithm to learn a parser in the target language. Ma and Xia (2014) used word alignments obtained from parallel data to transfer source language constraints to the target side. Rasooli and Collins (2015) proposed a method to induce dependency parser in the target language 100 using a dependency parser in the source language and a parallel corpus. proposed a CCA based projection method and a projection method based on word alignments obtained from parallel corpus.
Parsing in Hindi and Bengali
Hindi and Bengali are morphologically rich and relaively free word order languages. Some of the notable works on Indian languages are by Bharati and Sangal (1993) and Bharati et al. (2002) . Also the works of Nivre (2005) and Nivre (2009) have been successfully applied for parsing Indian languages such as Hindi and Bengali. Several works on Hindi parsing (Ambati et al., 2010; Kosaraju et al., 2010) used data-driven parsers such as the Malt parser (Nivre, 2005) and the MST parser (Mcdonald et al., 2005) . Bharati et al. (2009b) used a demand-frame based approach for Hindi parsing. Chatterji et al. (2009) have shown that proper feature selection (Begum et al., 2011) can immensely improve the performance of the data-driven and frame-based parsers.
Chunking (shallow parsing) has been used successfully to develop good quality parsers in Hindi language (Bharati et al., 2009b; Chatterji et al., 2012) . Bharati et al. (2009b) have proposed a twostage constraint-based approach where they first tried to extract the intra-chunk dependencies and resolve the inter-chunk dependencies in the second stage. Ambati et al. (2010) used disjoint sets dependency relation and performed the intra-chunk parsing and inter-chunk parsing separately. Chatterji et al. (2012) proposed a three stage approach where a rule-based inter-chunk parsing followed a data-driven inter-chunk parsing.
A project for building multi-representational and multi-layered treebanks for Hindi and Urdu (Bhatt et al., 2009 ) 1 was carried out as a joint effort by IIIT Hyderabad, University of Colorado and University of Washington. Besides the syntactic version of the treebank being developed by IIIT Hyderabad (Ambati et al., 2011) , University of Colorado has built the Hindi-Urdu proposition bank (Vaidya et al., 2014 ) and a phrase-structure form of the treebank (Bhatt and Xia, 2012 ) is being developed at University of Washington. A part of the Hindi dependency treebank 2 has been released in which the inter-chunk dependency re-1 http://verbs.colorado.edu/hindiurdu/index.html 2 http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/treebank_H2014/ lations (dependency links between chunk heads) have been manually tagged and the chunks were expanded automatically using an arc-eager algorithm.
Some 
Objective
We want to build a good dependency parser using cross-lingual transfer method for some Indian languages for which no treebanks are available. We try to make use of the Hindi treebank to build the dependency parser. We explore the use of the other resources that we have.
Due to our familiarity with Bengali language and availability of a small treebank in Bengali we aim to perform our initial experiments in Bengali to test our proposed method. We have a small Hindi-Bengali bilingual dictionary and POS taggers, morphological analyzers and chunkers for both these languages.
In such a scenario delexicalization methods can be used for cross-lingual parser construction. We wish to get some understanding of what additional resources can be used for general cross-lingual transfer parsing in this framework depending on the similarity and differences between the language pairs.
Resources used
For our experiments, we used the Hindi Universal Dependency treebank to train the Hindi parser (Saha and Sarkar, 2016; Chen and Manning, 2014) . The Hindi universal treebank consists of 16648 parse trees annotated using Universal Dependency (UD) tagset divided into training, development and test sets. For testing in Bengali we used the test set of 150 parse trees annotated using Anncorra (Sharma et al., 2007) tagset. This small Bengali treebank was used in ICON2010 3 contest to train parsers for various Indian langauges. The parse trees in the test data were partially tagged with only inter-chunk dependencies and chunk information. We completed the trees by manually annotating the intra-chunk dependencies using the intra-chunk tags proposed by Kosaraju et al. (2012) . We used the complete trees for our experiments. Table 1 gives the details of the datasets used. The initial Hindi and Bengali word embeddings were obtained by running word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) on Hindi Wikipedia dump corpus and FIRE 2011 4 corpus respectively.
For Hindi-Bengali word pairs we used a small bilingual dictionary developed at our institute as a part of ILMT project 5 . It consists of about 12500 entries. For chunking we used the chunkers and chunk-head computation tool developed at our institute. The sentences in the Hindi treebank were chunked using an automatic chunker to obtain the chunk-level features. In case of disagreement between the output of automatic chunker and the gold standard parse trees we adhered to the chunk structure of the gold standard parse tree.
Before parsing the Hindi trees we relabeled the Hindi treebank sentences by Anncorra (Sharma et al., 2007) POS and morphological tags using the POS tagger (Dandapat et al., 2004) and morphological analyzer (Bhattacharya et al., 2005) as the automatic chunker requires the POS and morphological information in Anncorra format. Moreover, due to relabeling both the training and the test data will have the POS and morphological features in Anncorra format.
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Baseline delexicalization based method
For the delexicalized baseline we trained the Hindi parser using only POS features. We used this model directly to parse the Bengali test sentences. It gives an UAS (Unlabelled Attachment Score) of 65.1% (Table 2) . We report only the UAS because the Bengali arc labels uses AnnCorra tagset which is different from Universal Dependency tagset. The dependency lables in the UD and ICON treebanks are different, with ICON providing a more finegrained and Indian language specific tags. However, it was observed that the unlabelled dependencies were sufficiently similar.
Transferred parser enhanced with lexical features
When the parser trained using the lexical features of one language is used to parse sentences in another language the performance depends on the lexical similarity between the two languages. We wish to investigate whether it is possible to use the syntactic similarities of the words to transfer some information to the Bengali parser along with the non-lexical information. We have used word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013b) for the lexical features in the hope that the word vectors capture sufficient lexical information.
Our work is different from that of (Xiao and Guo, 2014) and (Duong et al., 2015b) where the word vectors for both the languages are jointly trained. We observed that the work of (Xiao and Guo, 2014 ) is dependent on the quality and size of the dictionary and the training may not be uniform due to the difference in frequency of the words occurring in the corpus on which the vectors are trained. It also misses out the words that have multiple meanings in the other language.
Our method has the following steps;
Step 1 -Learning monolingual word embeddings : The monolingual word embeddings for Hindi and Bengali are learnt by training word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013b) on monolingual Hindi and Bengali corpus respectively. The dimension of the learnt word embeddings are set to 50.
Step 2 -Training the Hindi monolingual dependency parser : To train the Hindi parser model using the Hindi treebank data we used the parser proposed by Chen and Manning (2014) . The word embeddings were initialized by the ones learnt from monolingual corpus. Apart from the word embeddings, the other features are randomly initialized. 102
Step 3 -Learning interlingual word representations using linear regression based projection: For learning interlingual word representations we used all the cross-lingual word pairs from a HindiBengali dictionary and dropped the Hindi words whose corresponding entry in Bengali is of multiple words. We used only those word pairs for which both the words are in the vocabulary of the corresponding monolingual corpora on which the word embeddings were trained. The linear regression method (Mikolov et al., 2013a ) was used to project the Bengali word embeddings into the vector space of the Hindi embeddings obtained after training the parser on Hindi treebank data. The regressor was trained using the embeddings of the 3758 word-pairs obtained from the dictionary.
Subsequently, we attempted to compare the method proposed by Xiao and Guo (2014) . In both the cases the parser performances were very similar and hence we report only the results obtained using linear regression.
Step 4 -Transfer of parser model from Hindi to Bengali : In the delexicalized version, the parsers are used directly to test on Bengali data. In the lexicalized versions, we obtained the Bengali parser models by replacing the Hindi word embeddings by the projected Bengali word vectors obtained in Step 3. The transformation is shown in figure 1. Table 2 compares the UAS of word-level transfer for the 1) delexicalized parser model (Delexicalized) and 2) the lexicalized Bengali parser model in which the Hindi word embeddings are replaced by Bengali word vectors projected onto the vector space of the Hindi word embeddings (Projected Bengali vectors). We observe that projected lexical features improves UAS over the delexicalized baseline from 65.1 to 67.2.
Chunk-level transfer for cross-lingual parsing
There exist differences in the morphological structure of words and phrases between Hindi and Bengali. For example, the English phrase "took bath" is written in Hindi as "nahayA" using a single word and the same phrase in Bengali is written as "snan korlo" "(bath did)" using two words. Similarly, the English phrase "is going" is written in Hindi as "ja raha hai" "(go doing is)" using three words and the same phrase in Bengali is written as "jachhe" using a single word. This makes us believe that chunking can help to improve cross-lingual parsing between Hindi and Bengali languages by using the similarities in the arrangement of phrases in a sentence. Chunking (shallow parsing) reduces the complexity of full parsing by identifying non-recursive cores of different types of phrases in the text (Peh and Ann, 1996) . Chunking is easier than parsing and both rule-based chunker or statistical chunker can be developed quite easily.
In figure 2 we present a Bengali sentence and the corresponding Hindi sentence. They are transliterated to Roman. The English gloss of the sentences are given. We indicate by parentheses the chunks of the sentences. We indicate by line the correspondence between the chunks. We see that the correspondence is at the chunk level and not at the word level.
The sentences are quite similar as far as the inter-chunk orientation is concerned as is evident from the Figure 3 and 4.
We have used Hindi and Bengali chunkers which identify the chunks and assign each chunk to its chunk type, chunk-level morphological features and the head words. For chunk level transfer we performed the following steps:
Step 1: We chunked the Hindi treebank sentences and extracted the chunk heads.
Step 2: We converted the full trees to chunk head trees by removing the non-head words and their links such that only the chunk head words and their links with the other head words are left.
Step 3: We trained the Hindi dependency parsers using the Hindi chunk head trees by the delexicalization method and the method described in section 5.2. Projected using linear regression Figure 1 : The neural network shares parameters like weights and POS, arc-label embeddings in source and target language parser models. Only the source language word embeddings replaced by projected target language word vectors. E source word , E target word , E P OS , E arc are the embedding matrices from which the mapping layer gets the vectors by indexing. Step 4: This parser was transferred using the methods described in section 5.2 to get the delexicalized parser for Bengali head trees. Step 5: For testing, we parsed the Bengali test sentences consisting of only the chunk head words. The UAS score for head trees obtained by delexicalized method is 68.6.
Step 6: For intra-chunk expansion we simply attached the non-head words to their corresponding chunk heads to get the full trees (This introduces a lot of errors. In future we plan to use rules for chunk expansion to make the intra-chunk expansion more accurate.) The UAS score for trees after intra-chunk expansion is 78.2. We observed that our simple heuristic for interchunk expansion increases accuracy of the parser. There are some rule-based methods and statistical approach for inter-chunk expansion (Kosaraju et al., 2012; Bharati et al., 2009a; Chatterji et al., 2012) in Hindi which may be adopted for Bengali. Table 3 compares the UAS of baseline parsers for word-level transfer with chunk-level transfer followed by expansion. We found a significant increase of UAS score from 65.1 to 78.2 after parsing and subsequent intra-chunk expansion. However, while using common vector-based word representation had shown slight improvement when applied to the word level transfer it did not help when applied to chunk level transfer. This may be because we used only the vector embeddings of chunk heads for the chunk-level parsing. We wish to work further on vector representation of chunks which might capture more chunk-level information and help improve the results.
While chunking has been used with other parsers, we did not find any work that uses chunking in a transfer parser. The source (Hindi) delexicalized word-level parser gave an accuracy of 77.7% and the source (Hindi) delexicalized chunklevel parser followed by expansion gave an accuracy of 79.1% on the UD Hindi test data.
There is no reported work on cross-lingual transfer between Bengali and Hindi. But as a reference we will like to mention the type of UAS accuracy values reported for other transfer parsers based on delexicalization in the literature for other language pairs. Zeman and Resnik (2008) 's delexicalized parser gave a F-score of 66.4 on Danish language. Täckström et al. (2012) achieved an average UAS of 63.0 by using word clusters on ten target languages and English as the source language. They achieved UAS of 57.1 without using any word cluster feature. In their works, (Xiao and Guo, 2014) tried out cross-lingual parsing on a set of eight target languages with English as the source language and achieved a UAS of 58.9 on average while their baseline delexicalized MSTParser parser using universal POS tag features gave an UAS of 55.14 on average. Duong et al. (2015b) also applied their method on nine target languages and English as the source language. They achieved UAS of 58.8 on average.
Error analysis
We analyzed the errors in dependency relations of the parse trees obtained by parsing the test sentences. We analyze the results based on the number of dependency relations in the gold data that actually appear in the trees parsed by our parser. We report results of the ten most frequent dependency tags in table 4.
From table 4 we find that chunk-level transfer increases the accuracy of tree root identification. Chunk-level transfer significantly increases the ac-105 Table 4 : Comparison of errors for 12 dependency tags. The entries of column 3 to 6 indicates the number of dependencies bearing the corresponding tags in the gold data that actually appear in the parsed trees and the accuracy (in %). curacy of identifying the relations with k1, vmod, k2 and k7 tags also. Although delexicalized chunk-level parser gives the overall best result, the accuracy is lowest for the relation of type r6 (possessive/genitive). We observed that in most of the erroneous cases, both the words that are expected to be connected by the r6 dependency, are actually being predicted as modifiers of a common parent. We find that the accuracy of r6 tag improves in case of delexicalized word-level transfer and the best accuracy on r6 is achieved with the use of lexical features. Hence, the drop in performance may be due to the lack of sufficient information in the case of chunk-level transfer or the chunk expansion heuristic that we have used this work.
However, for all the methods discussed above the parser performs poorly in identifying the "conjuction of" (ccof ) relations and relative clause (relc) relations. we observed that the poor result on ccof tag is due to the difference in annotation scheme of ICON and UD. In case of ICON data, the conjunctions are the roots of the trees and the corresponding verbs or nouns are the modifiers, while in UD scheme the conjunctions are the modifiers of the corresponding verbs of nouns. We need to investigate further into the poor identification of relc dependencies.
Conclusion
We show that knowledge of shallow syntactic structures of the languages helps in improving the quality of cross-lingual parsers. We observe that chunking significantly improves cross-lingual parsing from Hindi to Bengali due to their syntactic similarity at the phrase level. The experimental results clearly shows that chunk-level transfer of parser model from Hindi to Bengali is better than direct word-level transfer. This also goes to establish that one can improve the performance of pure statistical systems if one additionally uses some linguistic knowledge and tools. The initial experiments were done in Bengali. In future we plan to broaden the results to include other Indian languages for which open source chunkers can be found.
